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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two LIFs are able
in the cluster? (Choose
A. data LIF of protocol
B. data LIF of protocol
C. node management LIF
D. data LIF of protocol
E. cluster LIF
F. data LIF of protocol
G. intercluster LIF
Answer: A,B

to failover or migrate to other nodes
two.)
CIFS
NFS
iSCSI
FCoE

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator wants to reduce downtime of
network when controllers are upgraded. Which
should the administrator implement to reduce
downtime the Aps will experience at the time
process?
A. Centralized upgrades
B. AP fast start
C. AP image preload
D. AP apboot mode bypass
Answer: C

the wireless
Aruba OS feature
the amount of
of the upgrade

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer requires authentication for WPA2 that will use fast
rekeying to enable clients to roam from one access point to
another without going through the controller. Which security
option should be configured?
A. Cisco Centralized key Management
B. AES
C. 802.1x
D. PSK
Answer: A
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